AP160
Student Evaluation of Class
Instructor: Doug Barr

Please submit this evaluation in a sealed envelop at your* last session. This will not be opened until the course has concluded and grades have been submitted. In my continuing effort to improve this course, student feedback is critical. Please answer the following questions completely. Thank you in advance for your candor.

You need NOT identify yourself, but you must circle Fall or Spring and _____ Year

1. What part of the course did you find LEAST helpful?

2. What part of the course did you find MOST helpful?

3. What suggestions would you make to improve this course?

4. Do you have any additional comments you believe are relevant to this class?

(Use the reverse or additional paper if necessary.)

OPTIONAL: Your name_______________(required if you seek additional feedback.)
NOTE for extra credit, your name must be placed on the outside of the sealed envelope